
How To Live My Best 

Life:  The Blessed Life



Part 1

BEARING FRUIT



The secret to a productive 

life is BIBLICAL STEWARDSHIP.
❖Biblical 

stewardship is 

making the most of 

what you have been 

given. 

❖The biblical word 

for productivity is 

fruitfulness.
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❖Be fruitful in life and 

ministry. 

❖What do you want to 

accomplish with your life?

❖All of us need a life 

purpose statement 

impacted by Karpos, the 

Greek word for fruit.  

John 15:8 

Bearing fruit is the biblical 

Way to live the BLESSED LIFE. 
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❖Bearing Fruit Brings Glory to God.

❖Bearing fruit shows that I am a disciple.

❖God wants me to bear MUCH fruit.

I. Living The best life: 

Producing fruit  John 15:1-5

“You did not choose me but I chose you to 

go bear much fruit.”   

John 15:6 5



• I am Saved to serve and bear fruit.

•God made an investment in me through salvation.

•A truly productive life is one where the fruit 

LASTS.

• It has long term consistency. 

II. Bearing fruit is the purpose

of my salvation. 
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Four types of Fruit

1. Fruit of REPENTANCE -

Turn away from self-focused to  

God-focused.  1 John 1:8-9 

2. Fruit of the SPIRIT – Character

Galatians 5:22-23
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3.Fruit of another Christian -Bring 

another person to Christ. 

Matthew 28:18-20, Acts 1:6-8

4.The fruit of Ministry to Others- The 

shape of ministry. Luke13:3, John 13:24, 

Hebrews 6:10, Matthew 15:10, John 15:2
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1. I must cultivate deep roots.

You can’t bear fruit without the    

roots.  Jer. 17:7-8, Psalm 92:12-13, 

Psalm 1:3 (during the time when the   

pressure is on),  Proverbs 12:3

III. Four conditions for 

fruitfulness
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A.  I must have deep roots with    

limited resources. 1 Timothy 6:6-8,

Psalm 1:2-3, Colossians 2:6-7
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2.  I must eliminate the weeds in my life.  

Luke 1:14 

Weeds are the cares or concerns,   

energy, riches or greed, and out of 

control pleasures that keep me from 

bearing fruit.  Luke 14:16-20.
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Anything that chokes my growth 

over the long haul has to go so I 

can maintain peak performance. 
Luke 2:52  
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3. I must cooperate with God’s pruning in 

my life. John 1:1-3. 

God uses problems, pressures and people 

to prune us. Hebrews 12:11
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4. I must wait patiently for my Harvest. 
John 12:24 

Fruitful growth takes time. John. 15:5,  

Isaiah 40:30-31, Galatians 6:9
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